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Testimonial Guide
Thank you for volunteering to offer your testimonial.
MiniWorkshopSeries is about delivering life transforming workshops for organizations and
their employees. Your testimonials will facilitate and help organizations to look into giving
their staff not only technical trainings, but most importantly 'self mastery' and soft
soft-skills
workshops to foster an even more holistic, happier, heartfelt and loyal workforce and
culture.
Many of our clients have suggested that we facilitate them in putting their experience in
words, and how they would like to express their experience. So, from the many requests we
had, we have prepared a simple idea sheet for you. Of course if you a
already
lready have an idea
what you would like to express – that would be great too!
For Video Testimonials: We have prepared some ideas on the how
how-to.
1. Greetings!
a. Please share with the audience your name, and organization (optional)...
b. I have attended the 'xxx' workshop conducted by Inspired Learning by xxx.
Example:
Hi, I am xxx of xxx. I have just completed the xxxx workshop organized by
MiniWorkshopSeries.
2. Here are 8 ideas of a testimonial format
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Before – After
Memorable
Unbelievable
More than learning
More than training...

Before... the workshop... I ...... and after.. I had more....
What was most memorable during the workshop was.....
I could not believe that ..... and its so amazing now that I ......
Not only I have learnt ...... but I have.......
I signed up for a training workshop on communications skills – but… boy!
Am I in for a surprise… it was beyond training.. we….
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Feel -- Resolution benefit.
Solving problems
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People

I was feeling…., and I found that... and not only I benefited from this
workshop, but the people around me.
Hey, I'm just like you. And I HAD the problem you still have. Now I have
the power of clarity over what I want to do and how to go about doing it.
If you are looking for an answer… if you are still wondering… then you
must come and experience for yourself. I am so blessed to learn and
share the power of NLP with everyone.
When I first walked into the workshop, everyone was a stranger. Even
before the first tea break – everyone is laughing and connecting. I could
never have imagined that true kinship can flourish so fast. I learnt not only
from the trainers, but the people that I connect with. We were like
families and long lost friends. It is just amazing.
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Trainer

What I love most about xxxx …. Is …..
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